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thinking they can quickly get more. The growth of modern geology has
caused this ignorant type of prospector to give place to the trained expert
who lives in the lowland cities and makes occasional expeditions to the
mountains.
(2)	Development.   After a promising prospect has been located, it is
"developed/9 sometimes by the prospector, but usually by lowlanders who
can furnish the necessary capital.   "Development" consists of exposing
enough ore to see whether its quality and abundance warrant the installa-
tion of permanent mining machinery.   Roads must be constructed to
bring supplies and carry the ore to places where it can be smelted; shacks
must be built; miners must be hired.  Where much development is going
on the typical smaller mining "camps" of our western mountains grow
up.   Few families settle there, for the work may end any day.   The pool-
room and dance hall are usually the main social centers.    Wages are
high; the stores charge exorbitant prices; and the miners spend their money
freely.   Such a camp is full of the evil influences that go with a life where
men wander from job to job, and there is little in the way of families,
churches, and other institutions to keep them steady.
mixing booms. When mines are being actively developed among the
mountains, "booms" are likely to be launched in lowland cities. The
owners of a valuable prospect must replace their rough trails by good
roads or railways, they must erect stamp mills to crush the ore, and
smelters to melt it and separate the metal from the impurities. In order
to attract capital they print glowing advertisements telling how rich and
abundant is the ore and how quickly investors will grow wealthy. Often
the promoters of such a prospective mine really believe what they say,
but are mistaken. Equally often, unscrupulous promoters tell big stories
without regard to the truth. Rarely do investors in mines that are pub-
licly boomed recover even the money that they put in, and much less
make a profit* Generally if the prospects are really good, there are plenty
of people to supply the capital without much advertising.
(3)	Permanent Mining.   Most mining ventures never get beyond the
stages of prospecting and development.   The few that survive may give
rise  to relatively permanent industries.    Iron ore,  aluminum-bearing
rocks, and coal beds frequently occur in such abundance that work can
be carried on in the same region for generations.   The coal beds of Wales,
for example, have yielded a vast supply of fuel for s more than a century.
In the United States the enormous iron deposits of the Lake Superior dis-
trict began to be worked extensively soon after 1880, but show little sign
of exhaustion.   The precious metals, on the contrary, are usually found in
small veins which may suddenly come to an end without warning. • The
same is true o£ copper and lead, but to a less degree.   Petroleum deposits

